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Supporting Inclusive Communities
Scouts Canada is an inclusive organization that does not
discriminate. Any youth wanting to join is welcome. If
they can’t afford to join, there are programs in place to
help finance their membership. Scouts Canada has
mandatory accessibility awareness training required of all
adult members. Camp Barnard and the volunteers that
manage and operate the camp are in full support of these
philosophies and are working to ensure that no youth or
adult is unable to use the facilities because they are not
accessible/adequate.
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Chil Lodge and
Mor Kitchen
Replacement
Camp Barnard
"Children grow healthier, wiser, and more content when fully connected throughout their childhood to the
natural environment in as many educational and recreational settings as possible. The benefits are long term
and significant and contribute to their future well-being and the contributions they will make to the world as
adults.” - Nature Action Collaborative for Children.

History and Context
Scouts Canada was incorporated in 1914 and since then Victoria has
had a very active Scouting community. In 1945 Senator Barnard
donated a large property near Sooke to Scouting. Subsequently, some
smaller acreages have been added creating the now a 250 acre facility
with a variety of camping accommodations and activities. Usage varies
from year to year but on average we host about 60% non-Scouting
youth organizations and 40% Scouting youth. As a place to put
camping skills into practice it is an amazing facility and greatly
enhances the programs we offer in Scouting. For other
youth/community organizations to deliver their programs it offers easy
accommodation in a safe environment and at very reasonable rates.
There are no age or group size restrictions for youth organizations
wanting to use the camp, beyond the need for insurance coverage. The
camp has the largest user capacity of any camp on Vancouver Island
and rental rates are purposefully kept low (below actual operating
costs) to ensure that camping is financially achievable to the majority
of youth groups. We budget to collect approximately 80% of our
needed revenue from camp fees. For the rest we look to our
membership and our community as we continue to develop facilities
and accommodations to best meet the needs of youth organizations
using the camp.
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About the Camp
Camp Barnard located in Otter Point, just west of Sooke on
Vancouver Island, is a 250 acre camp used by a variety of youth and
adult organizations to deliver their programs. Short and long-term
residential camping, wilderness camping, and day use opportunities
are available in a safe yet challenging environment, at very
reasonable rates. Camp Barnard has been providing a nurturing
environment for people to learn new skills and experience nature
and their place in it for more than 75 years. Open year round, Camp
Barnard provides excellent camp rental facilities for the
youngest/least experienced camper to develop skills and confidence
in residential camp settings, rustic cabin circles with dining halls and
kitchens, and back country tenting sites for more advanced and
adventurous leave-no-trace camping.
Camp development began in earnest in the 1960s with the building
of McPherson Lodge, followed ten years later by Totem Lodge, a
Katimavik project. Mor Kitchen was a temporary Jamboree addition
in the 1980s. The current cabins were completed in 1992. The new
Keego Kitchen was completed in 1998 and was significantly
upgraded and had a training room completed in 2018.
Camp Barnard is used year-round. Two buildings that make up the
“lodges” include a commercial kitchen, activity space and sleeping
lofts. In the main part of camp, two further commercial kitchens
with dining areas, four cabin circles (each circle has six cabins, each
cabin has 8 bunks), a ranger's house, a boat house, a camp office
and workshop, several shelters and loads of camping space. We
have canoes, stand-up paddle boards, kayaks, enclosed swim areas,
archery and a disc golf course. Camp Barnard has hosted Pacific
Jamborees in 1974, 1982, 1987, 2015 and 2019. The camp was
expected to host a Girl Guide SOAR (Spirit of Adventure
Rendezvous) camp in 2020 as well as a Jamboree for Francophone
Scouts that same summer, but due to COVID 19 both events were
cancelled. Hope is that both will be rescheduled as soon as
permitted.
The property has a maximum occupancy of 3000 as evidenced by
successful Pacific Jamboree’s held there. Daily rentals for the site
during a typical year never approach such a density so it is
conceivable that the site could accommodate additional use
regardless of the time of year. The camp is a busy place and has
seen a steady increase in usage year after year and an ever
increasing variety of users.
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Community Benefits
Camp Barnard is
working closely with the
District of Otter Point,
the Town of Sooke, and
the CRD to be an active
support to the
community.
The camp is positioned
to be a disaster
evacuation centre for
use by the local
community in the event
of an earthquake or
tsunami.
The camp is routinely
used by the Otter Point
Fire Department for
training and to test
their equipment.
The summer of 2018
saw 30 firefighters
billeted at the camp
while they fought a
nearby wildfire.

Camp Barnard provides a setting for individual groups to provide
their program. The vision for the facility is to:






Provide safe, nurturing, clean, and sustainable facilities
accessible to all.
Support organizations in delivering age appropriate,
exciting, challenging camping and outdoor discovery
experiences which fulfill the needs of today’s children.
Maintain Camp Barnard as an environmental preserve and
legacy for future generations.
Keep camp fees and rental rates affordable.

Each year we have almost 175 groups use the facilities to deliver
their programs. We feel that no other camp on Vancouver Island,
with the facilities and setting that Camp Barnard has, offers these
groups the same flexibility and value for money.
Groups using the camp offer programs for children as young as five
all the way through to seniors. These groups share the camp to
provide a wide variety of programs ranging from:
 multi-cultural and programs for new Canadians
 faith based camps
 recovery support
 outdoor adventure
 life skills and development for those with disabilities
 art and music
 school programs
 day camps
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Camp Users
A partial list of the groups and organizations that use Camp Barnard to deliver their programs in the past two years:
Youth Groups

Schools

Special Needs

Outdoor Adventure

Beaver Scouts

Stelly's School

BC Schizophrenia Society

Cubs Scouts

Monterey Middle School

Blind Beginnings Society

Western Adventure
Education

Scouts

St. Margaret’s School

Women in Recovery

Venturer Scouts

Shoreline Middle School

Sons of Recovery

SEAPARC Leisure
Complex

Rover Scouts

Central Middle School

Outward Bound

Boy Scouts of America

Reynolds Secondary School

Power to Be Adventure
Therapy

Sparks

Belmont Outdoor Education

Brownies

Hartwood Learning
Community SD71

Guides
Pathfinders
Rangers
Air Cadets
Army Cadets
Navy League
British Columbia Youth
Parliament

Mayne Island School
Victoria Vietnamese School
Oak Bay Secondary School
University of Victoria Cross
Country Team
University of Victoria School
of Environmental Studies
Elizabeth Buckley School
Westmount School

Arts
Victoria Conservatory of
Music
ArtsCalibre Academy

Marie Montessori Middle
School
Glenlyon Norfolk

Victoria Sexual Assault Centre

Jr. Forest Wardens

Pinnacle Pursuits

Victoria Immigrant and
Refugee Centre Society

Large Scale Events

The Mankind Project

(200 – 3,300
participants)

South Vancouver Island
Narcotic Anonymous

Pacific Jamboree

CISV (Children's International
Summer Villages)

Francophone Scouts
of the West
Jamboree

Faith Groups
All Saints Camp
Elk Lake Baptist Church
Emanuel Baptist Church
Vancouver Island Baha’i
Summer School
Whiterock Muslim Association

Sooke Fine Arts Society

St. Michaels University
School

BC Fiddle Orchestra

Selkirk Montessori School

Christian Faith Fellowship

Coastline Youth Music
Society

Saseenos School

Open Gate Church

Journey Middle School

Muslim Youth of Victoria

Sooke Parents for French

Victoria Korean Church

The Table Church

Ignite, Glad Tidings Church

SOAR (Spirit of
Adventure
Rendezvous) Girl
Guides
Extreme Outreach
Society

Other
Burnside Gorge
Community
Association
Sooke Harbourside
Lions
West Coast Hoop
Camp

CFC Youth Victoria

Pacheedaht First
Nation

Kurs United International
Camp

Cowichan Tribes
Embracing Life
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The 2018 Family Adventure Camp stayed true to its name... many adventures were had, from a longer-thananticipated hiking trip, to catching trout from Young Lake, and a full-day chili cook-out, to stand up paddle
board races. We had a blast at Camp Barnard in Sooke!
A very special friendship: Sam is six years old. This past summer, Sam and his family came to our Family
Adventure Camp for the first time. Sam has a very rare condition which has caused him to be visually impaired
along with other health complications. Sam's family had never met anyone with the same condition.
Coincidentally, one of the Blind Beginnings Youth Leaders, Kolby, who was volunteering at camp also has the
same condition.
Sam’s mom was able to talk to a young adult with the same condition her son has—an opportunity to
understand the possibilities for her child’s future. She was able to ask questions and develop a relationship
that is special to both her and her son!
Blind Beginnings

If a child could design a perfect summer, it would probably include plenty of playmates, new things to do every
day, and a lake to cool down in after a morning of outdoor games and fun! We are committed to ensuring that
kids in our community have the opportunity to enjoy a true summer camp experience regardless of the
economic circumstances of their families. At camp, we cultivate positive life skills, teach kids about the
environment, and develop future leaders in a way that appeals to kids. Kids enjoy five action-packed days of
fun and excitement situated on a private lake in Sooke (at Camp Barnard).

Extreme Outreach Society
SuperKids Summer Camp

Youth Strides is a week-long summer camp for immigrant and refugee youth ages 13-19 years old. The camp
consists of structured time for leadership programming, life skills development, and other workshops along
with free time for socializing and outdoor recreation. Our programs and workshops explore important topics
such as social justice, critical thinking, cross-cultural learning, creative expression, and more. Other activities
include playing sports, swimming, kayaking, art, theater, music, and the highly anticipated talent show! Youth
will learn leadership skills, gain confidence, make new friends and successfully work toward their personal
goals as they transition to life in Canada.
Victoria Immigrant and Refugee
Centre Society
Youth Strides Summer Camp
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Students in grades 4 and 5 from St. Margaret’s School had a fabulous time at Camp Barnard! The girls loved
sleeping in the cabins, paddling, archery, and building shelters. Evening campfire was definitely the highlight!

St Margaret’s School

“I wanted to thank you again. Our students loved the two days we spent there (Camp Barnard), it was the
highlight of the year for many of them. I have brought students there from various schools at least 10 times,
and when I run into ex-students who are now young adults, they almost always mention the camping trip as
one of their best memories of middle school. I now find that I have to compete for space with former
colleagues and schools that I introduced to the camp! It is a great place for Victoria schools, and I greatly
appreciate the opportunity to come there year after year.”
Kelly Nyhan
School District 61
“Camp Barnard continues to provide crucial facilities that offer accessibility and inclusion for people living with
disabilities and significant life-barriers. For more than five years Camp Barnard has partnered, supported and
strengthened our mission - inspiring youth and families in need of support to discover their limitless abilities
through nature-based programs. We believe all people faced with barriers or disabilities deserve a promising
future, and the opportunity to reach their full potential. Through infrastructure and a fantastic location we
have been fortunate to provide those opportunities, thanks to Camp Barnard.





Our natural surroundings are vital for teaching life-skills, building connections and staying active; Camp
Barnard’s staff echoes these values in the great work they do. Their goal when working with Power To Be is to
‘unleash the inner camper.’ Whether an adult with an acquired brain injury or a child with autism, they learn
and adapt to support us:
Physically - adapting their cabins, bathrooms, and open spaces to fit the needs of our clients
Cognitively - offering visual directions and signage
Fiscally - offering us heavily subsidized rates for bookings
Camp Barnard’s support in these areas is rare and unique. Their amazing staff team goes beyond the call of
duty for us, and the community at large. The sense of connection and accessibility to Camp Barnard helps our
clients flourish no matter what physical or cognitive barriers they have. A recent client living with a Spinal Cord
Injury - contributing to physical and cognitive limitations - was very hesitant about camping, but the Camp
Barnard staff and facility provided an experience that changed her perceptions of ability and inclusion. “
Carinna Kenigsberg
Adaptive Recreation Program
Manager
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The Projects
There are two phases to this project. The first is to build the 1504 sq. ft. Chil Lodge and reconfigure Mang and Rama
Cabin Circles. The second phase will be to decommission and remove the existing Mor Kitchen structure and build a
new smaller 878 sq. ft. kitchen facility. Phasing this project will allow us to keep Mor Kitchen available to campers
during the construction of the new Chil Lodge.
A significant goal of this project is to create a facilities that function better for our users. Camp Barnard's 250 acres
provide a variety of camping accommodation from backcountry wilderness camping to a heated lodge for more
residential style camping. A large percentage of our users are 10 years of age and under. Our one heated lodge is the
cool season booking of choice for this age group and also for those who may not have the gear needed for a winter
night in the woods. We need more lodge-style accommodation for year-round camp use.
The expected outcome of these projects
will be a highly energy efficient
buildings that will be fully accessible
and welcoming to vulnerable
populations, allow for and respect
cultural needs of users, and increase the
quality of the recreation and outdoor
adventures of all groups using the camp.
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Chil Lodge
The proposed Chil Lodge will double our capacity for a younger demographic and for campers with special needs. By
providing a fully accessible facility with sleeping, bathing, and eating all under one roof, we will be better able to provide
for children and adults of all ages and abilities. This configuration also provides a more functional setting for really young
campers and those who require care-givers and includes a fully accessible sleeping room as well as an accessible
washroom. Chil Lodge will provide better sleeping accommodation, with proper mattresses and bunks, rather than the
slung canvas of the cabins or on the floor in the existing lodges. With 20 inside beds and 32 bunks in Mang Cabin Circle
the lodge can accommodate 52 campers.
Built to extremely high standards for energy efficiency, Chil Lodge will be open for year round use. Heat pumps will
provide not only heat in the cooler months but also help cool the buildings in the summer. Site work and landscaping
will close off trails to the existing Mor Kitchen and provide an activity/play area that will work to create a more private
camp site.
Finishes in Chil Lodge will be durable but will also address the needs of those with auditory and sight issues. By using
sound absorbing materials, adjustable lighting, and braille signage, and other features we hope to make Chil Lodge a
safe and comforting place to come camping.
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Mor Kitchen
The current Mor Kitchen structure was built to be temporary and was
therefore not designed to have any level of energy efficiency. The existing
structure has single pane windows, no insulation, is difficult to heat and
ventilate, and there is no building envelope to speak of. The inability to
properly heat the facility and the associated cost of heating has limited the
use of the facility to late spring, summer, and early fall.
The existing Mor Kitchen is a large facility and designed to be used by a single
large group or shared by two smaller groups. Our plan for Mor Kitchen has
been revised due to COVID-19 and will now be a smaller facility for use by a
single group and eliminates the need for unrelated groups to share facilities.
This new kitchen facility has been design to be a three season facility and will
be closed in the winter when the demand for camp facilities is very low.
Existing cabins from the site of the new Chil Lodge will be moved adjacent to
Mor Kitchen to provide sleeping for 48. Site work and landscaping will block
off existing trails and provide a play area and to create a more enclosed and
private compound. The existing washroom block is sufficient to support this
reconfigured camping area.
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Options Considered:
Three options for Mor Kitchen:
1. Status quo. Under this option no improvements would be contemplated, camp would absorb the
additional operating cost and accept that the facility will continue to be underutilized with a loss in
revenue. This was the least attractive option as the camp would continue to expend increasing
operating and maintenance costs for a depreciating asset with a very limited life span and it provides
no increased usage opportunities.
2. Renovate the structure to enable sharing of the facility by two or more groups. This proposal would
require significant changes to the kitchen such as duplicating wash sinks, food coolers, freezers and
grills to allow for two groups to operate side by side without impact on each other. The dining area
would require installation of additional partition walls to provide separate eating and program areas.
While the proposed kitchen works would be manageable, this option proved to be much more costly
to undertake as the renovation would trigger upgrade of the building to meet current seismic,
building, energy, and electrical Codes. In consideration of these requirements an initial assessment
was conducted revealing the structure has no perimeter foundations, inadequate seismic resistance,
minimal insulation, single pane windows, inadequate fire doors, inadequate ventilation, inadequate
overhangs on the roof, and a building envelope which is susceptible to rodent intrusion and surface
water flooding.
Funding of this project would likely need to be spread over many years with Code works done first,
followed by interior renovations. The cost to renovate to this extent and in this manner was projected
to be more than a replacement building, especially when the loss of revenue during the extended
construction period was considered.
3. What do our Campers Really Want? Before COVID-19 hit, the plan was to replace Mor Kitchen with a
facility that was designed to be more easily shared by two unrelated groups. After COVID-19 we had
to rethink the sharing of facilities and what would best serve our users. Thus the plan to create Chil
Lodge and build a smaller Mor Kitchen for use by individual groups. This plan would not reduce the
overall capacity of the camp, but would in fact increase the overall usage by providing a heated all
season facility that was fully accessible to all levels of campers and all levels of physical abilities and
needs.
This plan will allow Mor Kitchen to continue operation until Chil Lodge is complete so will limit the
impact to camp usage.
The obvious choice and the best solution for our campers is to develop the two projects. Chil Lodge
will become a highly sought after year-round camping location for a wide range of campers with Mor
Kitchen continuing to be a warm-season facility that allows us to meet the peak summer demand.
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Project Details
This project will be a newly constructed Chil Lodge and the
replacement of Mor Kitchen. Both structures have been designed with
input from regular camp users with an eye to improving the
functionality and user experience as well as providing a more efficient
and easily maintained and managed structures.

We want to ensure that we are providing
facilities to campers of all abilities to
have fun together while learning about
themselves and their place in nature.

After researching the most efficient and cost effective way of delivering the project, it was determined that the use of a
pre-manufactured system would best meet the design and performance requirements of the project. Pacific Homes is a
Vancouver Island based firm that provides pre-manufactured structures. We have used Pacific Homes to represent they
type of facility we want to construct. At this time there have been no contracts or commitments made for the delivery of
the structure. Key points in the decision to use this method of deliver include:
 Cost Savings: Guaranteed package price minimizes cost overruns while providing shorter build time, fewer
labour requirements, reduced materials waste and long term energy savings.
 Quality Control: All major components of the structure are built in a climate controlled environment with
premium grade lumber which creates less warping, splitting, shrinking, drywall cracks, nail popping and
mold-related issues in the finished building. State-of-the-art, computerized equipment used during
manufacturing can identify potential design flaws prior to construction.
 Superior Energy Efficiency: Using Pacific SmartWall® System is up to 128% more energy efficient, and
provides a more effective R-value, greater noise reduction, and increased air quality.
 Fast and Stress Free: Fewer delays due to sub trade and weather complications result in faster move-in
date and less stress.
All of the above items had a significant impact on the decision to proceed with a pre-manufactured structure. As the
camp only has one full time Camp Ranger and a part time Grounds Keeper, all the development and improvements are
planned and managed by a volunteer committee, and having a project delivery method that limits the requirements for
volunteers to actually perform construction work will save time and money and result in a superior final product.
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The Buildings: Chil Lodge will be placed on an insulated and heated crawl space that will allow ease of access to
mechanical and electrical systems. Once the foundation is prepared, the pre-manufactured building will be delivered in
segments and erected on site. The time frame from delivery to enclosed building should be less than two weeks. Once
the building is enclosed, installation of the mechanical, electrical and interior finishes can begin. Mor Kitchen will sit on
the existing cement pad that will allow for the placement of large shelters to cover the outside dining area and will be
erected on site in the same method as Chil Lodge.
Exterior siding will be fibre cement board and the buildings will have a metal roof. We have been slowly converting most
of the 48 buildings at camp to metal roofs and all new construction has used fibre cement siding. This has been done as
part of our forest fire defence plan and due to the long wearing and low maintenance features of these materials.
Interior finishes have been chosen for longevity, ease of cleaning, and durability as well as for being environmentally
responsible.
Both buildings will be wired for and have installed an emergency generator that will be gas powered and set to run
automatically in the event of a power outage. This will be the third and fourth such generators located at Camp Barnard
and is part of our ongoing preparations to function as an emergency evacuation centre.
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Project Delivery
The project will be completed by a General Contractor. The General Contractor will assist with the installation of a new
septic field, excavation and preparation of the foundation and crawl space, erection of the modular buildings,
connection to utilities, and completion of mechanical, electrical, and interior finishes.
The project will require a Building Permit from the Capital Regional District and follow Island Health and BC Public Health
Act Food Premises Regulations. Removal of the existing Mor facility will require a demolition permit and testing for
hazardous materials.
The submission for Building Permit will require Letters of Assurance and signed and sealed Architectural, Structural,
Mechanical, and Electrical drawings.
A member of the Camp Management Committee has been assigned as a Project Manager and will report directly to the
Facilities Coordinator on the Executive Committee who will in turn report to the committee.
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Management and Planning
Camp Barnard has been managed by a strong team of volunteers for the last 18 years, all with the support of first rate
staff.
At the present time, the Camp Management Committee (loosely referred to as the Camp Committee) is made up of a
number of volunteers who want to support Camp Barnard.


The Executive Committee includes 10 positions: Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary, Treasurer, Registrar, Program Coordinator, Conservation Co-ordinator, Fundraising Co-ordinator, Marketing Coordinator, and a Facilities Coordinator. Responsibilities for each position are set out in specific job descriptions.



In addition to responsibilities carried by individual members of the Committee, the Executive Committee’s
responsibilities include:


Pursuing the goals and strategies laid out in the 5-year plan.



Monitoring camp operations (e.g. usage levels, user satisfaction, risk management, maintenance of the site and
facilities) and taking action on any apparent shortcomings.



Approving expenditures within annual operating budgets and capital budgets.



Taking immediate action to deal with any emergency situations.



Developing procedures as appropriate (e.g. fee structure and emergency plans) for consideration by the Camp
Management Committee.



Providing timely and effective reports to members of the Camp Management Committee, the Area
Commissioner, and Scout Properties (B.C./Yukon).

A sub-committee has been formed from members of the Camp Committee and includes: a former Architectural Building
Technologist, former CRD Water Manager, former Province of BC Inventory Forester, RCN Defence Resource Manager,
former Chair of the Camp Committee, and Office Manager for an architectural firm. All members of this committee are
volunteers. This team is basically the same team that successfully completed the renovation and expansion of Keego
Kitchen that was partially funded by a Canada 150 Grant in 2017 and the Federal Enabling Accessibility Fund (EAF)
Community Accessibility-Small Projects grant in 2014 for the construction of a new accessible washroom block.
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Green Design
The sub-committee for this project approached a local Building Envelope Consultant to get their feedback on how the
proposed building would function from an energy perspective, they compared the information provided from Pacific
Homes to Table 5.5-4 for non-residential buildings from ASHRAE 90.1. This is a common guide that they use for following
prescriptive energy requirements.

Walls

Pacific Homes
R22

ASHRAE 90.1-2016
R20

Comments
Exceeds requirements

Roof

R40

R49

Exceeds requirements

Below Grade Wall

by others

R7.5

Slab on Grade

by others

R15 for 24”

Installing 2” XPS Extruded Polystyrene on inside of
foundation to meet 2016
Requires 3” XPS Extruded Polystyrene insulation
below slab on grade for 24” around perimeter to
meet 2016 requirement

The cladding will be installed in a rainscreen and the windows meet the
following performance ratings:
 Performance Class: LC
 Performance Grade: PG30
 Minimum negative and positive Design Pressure: 1440 Pa
 Minimum water penetration resistance test pressure: 330 Pa
 Minimum air infiltration/exfiltration: A2
A Pacific Homes’ custom structures create a smaller environmental
footprint than traditional building. The use of state-of-the-art technology
in its design and manufacturing processes – this reduces waste, both in
production and on site.

Pacific Homes is a member of Built
Green Canada and the Canadian Green
Building Council, and have been used in
both LEED, Built Green and EnerGuide
80 accredited homes. Additionally,
Pacific SmartWall® system was
independently tested by BCIT for over
one year, with outstanding results in
energy efficiency.

Energy Efficiency:
 Pacific SmartWall® – up to 128% more effective R-value than a conventional 2×6 wall
 Pacific SmartWall® – exceeds EnerGuide 80 requirement for air tightness
 Energy Star Low E windows – reduce heat loss/heat gain
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Technological Advantage:
 Laser projection, computer assisted saws and auto set jigs reduce waste – approximately 10 cubic yards of waste
that normally occurs when building a new structure
 Integrated electronic scheduling – less waste in production and on site, with less overall vehicle emissions
 State of the art design means problems resolved before construction begins
Green Building Materials:
 PinkWood Engineered Wood Products
 Wood from sustainable sources
 Use of recycled materials where possible – fibre cement siding, mouldings, etc
 Over 90% of production waste is recycled by local companies
A Pacific SmartWall® minimizes thermal bridging; this is the amount of wood that acts as a bridge between outside and
inside temperatures. By reducing the amount of wood that can act as a thermal bridge the Pacific SmartWall® insulation
performance is far higher than a conventionally framed 2×6 wall (the new Mor Kitchen building will be using a 2x8
wall). This is achieved by thermally breaking the framing components where possible. The insulation is actually routered
into the wood. Heat loss within the wall cavity is virtually eliminated and a more constant R value is achieved.
Additionally, in a Pacific SmartWall® the ‘dew point’ is eliminated, greatly reducing the possibility of moisture buildup
within the wall cavity. In a conventional wall warm moist air permeates through the wall cavity from warm to cold. The
moisture in this warm air then condenses when it meets the colder part of the wall – typically 2/3 of the way through a
conventional wall.
Pacific SmartWall® was tested for a full year at BCIT’s Cold Weather Testing Facility. Pacific SmartWall® demonstrated
superiority in terms of both energy efficiency and reducing moisture build up over time when compared to conventional
framed walls.
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Thermal Efficiency: In comparison with the conventional 2×6 wood
frame wall (the new Mor Kitchen building will be using a 2x8 wall), has
considerably less heat loss and gain resulting in a net improvement in
energy efficiency of up to 128%. These results will use significantly less
energy to heat and cool year after year.
Healthier: Uses expanded polystyrene, the most cost–effective
insulation material. Clean, non-toxic, and fire retardant, this inert
product does not contain or release CFC’s or other gases.

Energy efficiency, long lasting materials,
and conservation are not just vital for the
health of the planet and everyone on it,
but it is a necessity for the financial
success of Camp Barnard. We need to
keep our costs down to ensure the camp is
financially viable.

Quieter and Airtight: As a result of the manufacturing process, the Pacific SmartWall® has reduced sound transmission
and less air infiltration. Laboratory air leakage tests show that the Pacific SmartWall® has significantly lower air leakage
than that of a conventional wall.
Efficient and Cost Effective: Quick, easy, one-step construction means the structure can be locked up in a matter of days.
Not only does that make for a substantial reduction of on-site labour and materials costs and waste, the structure itself
is swiftly protected from inclement weather. As the plan is to build this facility during the slowest camping season, the
winter, it is important to be able to quickly erect a weather tight structure.
Longer Lasting: There is no sagging or deterioration in the EPS Expanded Polystyrene, unlike other types of insulation.
Heating of the new Mor building will be
through the installation of the existing heat
pump from Mor (installed in 2014) and
installing new heat pump into Chil Lodge.
Additional electrical wall mounted heaters will
be installed in the storage room, washroom,
and pantry areas. All light fixtures and electric
appliances will be Energy Star Certified or
equivalent.
We have been investigating the options for
putting solar panels and the use of a
geothermal system (using the lake) at Camp
Barnard. These buildings and all new
construction/renovation projects at the camp
will be built to accept these systems and built
to be solar ready.
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The Design
The basic concept for the designs has been focused on a
number features:
 creating facilities that best meets the needs of a
wide variety of camp users
 a functional layouts that will increase usage
 an efficient, long wearing and easily managed
structure suitable for the location and use
The exterior of the structures are designed to merge with
the surrounding forest area and with the other structures
in camp. A low roof profile, simple architectural details,
and traditional feel to the building will allow the new
structures to blend into the surroundings and not distract
from the spectacular setting. Windows throughout will
allow for natural light and be complete with screens to
allow for natural ventilation.
Interior finishes have been selected to provide a
comfortable and welcoming feel while being long wearing
and easily cleaned and repaired. Warm earth tones will
work to bring the “outdoors” into the building and offer a
neutral backdrop to each group’s programs.

Small design features that will make a big difference to camp users include:
 A covered main entrances with run-off mats will allow users to gather out of the weather, wipe their feet prior
to entering the dining hall.
 Storage in bunkrooms to get gear off the floor.
 Shallower dish washing sinks with counter space to make it easier for younger campers (small stools will be
provided) and those in wheelchairs to wash their dishes with counter space provided to allow campers to place
clean dishes before putting them back in dish bags and returning them to the hooks provided around the room.
 In Chil Lodge fully accessible washroom with shower complete with dropdown shower seat, handheld shower,
and grab bars (this will be one of only two fully accessible shower rooms at Camp Barnard).
 In Chil Lodge fully accessible sleeping room.
 Inclusion of braille signage.
 Programmable lighting.
 Durable textile flooring to reduce noise, provide a slip resistant activity space, and a soft warm place to gather
on the floor.
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Budget and Schedule
The schedule for this project is driven by availability of funds. We have limited funds available from our operating
budget and reserve funds in a “development fund”. Fundraising for this project will be on-going until completion of the
project. Below is the proposed staging schedule for this project.
Stage

1

Description
Design
Chil Lodge
Site Works, foundations
Permits
Excavation, crawl space form and pour
Plumbing rough in
Septic system
Perimeter drains, rock pit
Electrical service hydro
Site prep, sewer, water extensions
Subtotal
PST
Total, site works
Prefab Building construct, deliver to site with
finish materials
Deposit 25%,
PST
Construction Cost Stage 1
Contingency 10%
Total Cost Stage 1

Budget
$13,300

Stage Schedule
Commence Stage October 1 2020

$7,500
20,000
1,500
40,000
5,000
5,500
15,000
$94,500
6,615
$101,115

$26,076
1,825
$27,901
$129,016
12,902
$141,918

Stage 1 Construction, Permits, Site Works,
foundations, prefab order, Complete Mar 2022
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2

3

4

Prefab Building construct, deliver to site with
finish materials
Building completion / delivery 75%
Basic building installation, floor framing, walls,
roof, windows doors
Subtotal
PST
Construction Cost Stage 2
Contingency 10%
Total Stage 2

80,000
$158,229
11,076
$169,305
16,931
$186,236

Complete Interior / Exterior building finishes /
Hardware
Electrical Service, wiring, lighting, standby
Mechanical, plumbing, ventilation, propane
Drywall boarding, fill and sand
Install casing / moldings, interior paint
New heat pumps
Paint and finishes
Concrete, walkways
Gutters
Gravel
Appliances, counters and cabinets
Subtotal, finishes
Inflation 5%
Subtotal
PST
Construction Cost Stage 3
Contingency 10%
Total Stage 3

$10,000
15,000
5,000
5,000
15,000
5,000
5,000
1,000
2,000
45,000
$108,000
5,400
$113,400
5,670
$119,070
11,907
$130,977

Decommission existing building
Deconstruct , recycle existing building
Remove stoves, appliances, ventilation, fire
suppression
Footings, new building
Rough in plumbing
Prefab building
Install building shell, roof doors windows
Electrical Service Mods
Subtotal
PST

$78,229

Stage 2 Prefab Supply, delivery to site, erect
building to lockup. Construction complete Mar
2023

Stage 3 Interior, exterior finishing, electrical,
mechanical, furnishings. Complete March 31 2024

$40,000
12,000
5,500
3,800
56,000
34,000
10,960
162,260
16,226
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Construction Stage 4

$178,486

Stage 4 deconstruct existing, renovate or replace
kitchen to lockup. Construction complete Dec
2024

*

Works under Grant
GST
Budget with GST

$650,916
32,546
$683,462

Grantable Project Cost

5

Complete Mor Kitchen
Reinstall kitchen appliances
Install ventilation fire suppression
Countertops / cupboards
Washroom
Mechanical
Construction Cost Stage 5
PST
Total Cost Stage 4
Total Project Total grantable and camp funded
GST on Project
Budget Total With GST

$3,000
6,000
15,000
10,000
15,000
$49,000
3,430
$52,430
$703,346
35,167
$738,514

Project complete 2025
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Funding
The bulk of annual operating expenses are recovered
from camp fees. Fees are set low to ensure Scouting
and non-Scouting youth of any economic situation
are able to attend. Other sources of revenue for
operating costs include donations and camp
fundraisers. Camp Committee oversees three such
major fundraisers each year, a Barnard Breakfast,
targeting the alumni and business community, Apple
Day, involving all Scouting youth and Christmas tree
sales.
Greater than 50% of the annual revenue is generated
from non-Scouting use of the site, predominantly
during the summer period when regional Scouting
youth see limited use for the facility.
Capital projects are funded outside the annual operating budget. Camp Committee draws on reserve funds and seeks
matching funds for projects from senior government grant programs as well as soliciting donations from local
government and other support agencies and from local businesses.
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Summary
The existing Mor Kitchen and Dining Hall must be replaced. As noted previously in the document, renovating and
repairing the existing structure is not feasible. If we are forced to decommission the existing structure and not be able to
replace it, we may potentially lose up to one quarter of our bookings. Loss of this revenue would severely impact the
ability of Camp Barnard to continue being financially viable and have a negative effect on the many groups that use the
camp to deliver their programs and worse, would reduce the number of groups that could use the camp.
The proposed two new structure will better meet the needs of campers and be more financially affordable and easily
managed and function better in cooler and wetter seasons. Having these two separate and unique facilities, that don’t
require smaller groups to share facilities, will actually increase camp usage and not only make the camp more financially
viable, but it will also provide facilities that meet the needs of a more diverse group of users.
Financial support from outside sources for the construction of this project is essential to its success. Camp Barnard’s
day-to-day operations are mostly covered by the rental income with the difference being made up by fundraisers and
donations. For this project we will use our reserve funds for a portion of this project, but need to raise more than
$500,000 to complete the project as described. The three year timeline for the project is almost solely due to the need
to raise funds in order to proceed.
Camp Barnard provides a unique service to organizations aiming to improve the lives of everyone in the community.
Please help us make this project possible with your support.
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Scouts Canada Cascadia Council Camp Barnard
505 Marigold Road
Victoria, BC, V8Z 4R5
www.victoriascouts.ca/Camp Barnard/

Gary Hendren
Facilities Coordinator
E: projectmanager@campbarnard.ca
P: 250.893.8154

Ron Planden
Project Manager
E: ron.planden@scouts.ca
P: 250.588.5259
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